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Abstract: Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET) enable vehicles to exchange information on traffic
conditions, dynamic status and localization, to enhance road safety and transportation efficiency.
A typical VANET application is platooning, which can take advantage of exchanging information on
speed, heading and position to allow shorter inter-vehicle distances without compromising safety.
However, the platooning performance depends drastically on the quality of the communication
channel, which in turn is highly influenced by the medium access control protocol (MAC). Currently,
VANETs use the IEEE 802.11p MAC, which follows a carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) policy that is prone to collisions and degrades significantly with network
load. This has led to recent proposals for a time-division multiple access (TDMA)-based MAC that
synchronize vehicles’ beacons to prevent or reduce collisions. In this paper, we take CSMA/CA
and two TDMA-based overlay protocols, i.e., deployed over CSMA/CA, namely PLEXE-slotted and
RA-TDMAp, and carry out extensive simulations with varying platoon sizes, number of occupied
lanes and transmit power to deduce empirical models that provide estimates of average number of
collisions per second and average busy time ratio. In particular, we show that these estimates can
be obtained from observing the number of radio-frequency (RF) neighbours, i.e., number of distinct
sources of the packets received by each vehicle per time unit. These estimates can enhance the online
adaptation of distributed applications, particularly platooning control, to varying conditions of the
communication channel.
Keywords: VANETs; IEEE 802.11p MAC; overlay TDMA; empirical models
1. Introduction
With the advance of autonomous driving and platooning technologies, it is expected that
cooperative platooning will make for a considerable share of highway traffic, as it leads to considerable
gains in safety and fuel efficiency. We can envision that, in the near future, a subset of highway lanes
(or even entire highways) can be fully dedicated to platoons. Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) will
play an important role in leveraging communications within the platoon and with other platooning
and non-platooning traffic, enabling applications of safety (e.g., platoon member coordination, collision
avoidance), intelligent transportation management (e.g., intersection management), and infotainment
(e.g., video streaming) [1,2].
However, the performance of these applications, particularly those safety-critical applications
such as platooning, depends significantly on the quality of the communication channel. Two metrics
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assume special relevance, the rate of collisions, which imply message losses (the lower, the better),
and the busy time ratio, which depends on the communication range and affects spatial reuse (the
lower, the better, too). Application designers must rely on models of network performance to predict
the reliability, volume and timeliness of data exchanges that can occur and define the adaptation the
application should perform in response to the network service quality. Often such models will be
defined as a function of contextual parameters, e.g., number of nodes in the system [3,4].
A key component in defining the quality-of-service (QoS) that the network can offer is the medium
access control (MAC) protocol that is in place. A MAC protocol must observe a number of (often
contradictory) requirements such as: promote efficient use of the medium, provide fair and balanced
access to all nodes, adjust to varying densities of vehicles and support changes in VANET topology.
The most established standard for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, IEEE 802.11p/dedicated
short range communication (DSRC) [5], uses the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) mechanism for medium access which, due to the stochastic nature of the exponential
backoff rule, can cause highly variable delays and high message losses in the presence of high
network loads.
For the particular scenario of platooning, it has been advocated (see Section 2) that the
time-division multiple access (TDMA) protocols are a better fit to satisfy the referred design
requirements since they coordinate intra-platoon communications, thus reducing contention at
the MAC level. However, TDMA protocols still vary significantly in supporting the same design
requirements regarding extra-platoon traffic.
In this paper, we propose empirical models relating a contextual metric, namely the number of
radio-frequency (RF) neighbours (defined further on), and relevant network performance metrics for
MAC protocols of different classes: the native CSMA/CA MAC of IEEE 802.11p and two overlay
TDMA protocols (PLEXE-slotted [6] and RA-TDMAp [7]) that can be readily implemented on IEEE
802.11p. The latter two protocols were designed for platoon-beaconing applications that explicitly
synchronize beacons within each platoon. However, while PLEXE-slotted is agnostic to extra-platoon
traffic, RA-TDMAp does an implicit synchronization among neighbouring platoons. We leverage
simulations to produce observations of network metrics as we change selected parameters such as
platoon size, number of occupied lanes and transmit power of the followers. The observations are
fitted with an appropriate curve through regression: we show that an exponential rule can be observed
for the rate of collisions and busy time ratio.
The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• Motivation and verification that network performance follows consistent behaviours as
meaningful wireless conditions (e.g., the number of RF neighbours) change, for a variety of
MAC protocols;
• Empirical models of the relationship between network metrics and wireless conditions fitted to
simulation observations of platooning scenarios;
• Verification that the models hold through a range of values of relevant parameters, namely average
platoon sizes, number of occupied lanes and transmit power.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. A review of the existing TDMA-based
MAC literature is presented in Section 2. Prior work motivating the design of the models as well as a
detailed description of the protocols considered in the comparison is described in Section 3. We extract
the models parameters in Section 4. In Section 5, we draw concluding remarks.
2. Surveying TDMA-Based V2V Communications
MAC protocols can be broadly categorized into two categories, contention-based and
contention-free (also known as uncoordinated and coordinated, respectively). The contention-based
medium access mechanisms require no synchronization among the vehicles, thus being generic and
simple to use, at the cost of inferior efficiency in the channel utilization under high network load. One
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of such mechanisms, CSMA/CA, is used by the most established standard for V2V communication,
IEEE 802.11p/DSRC, that in turn is the technical foundation of two regional protocol stacks, namely
the wireless access in vehicular environment (WAVE) [8] stack in the USA, and the ETSI ITS-G5 [9] in
Europe. In CSMA/CA, a random backoff time drawn from an exponential distribution is enforced to
mitigate collisions; however, due to the stochastic nature of the process, CSMA/CA fails to provide
communication with bounded delays and may suffer from profound service degradation in dense
traffic scenarios.
Time-division multiple access (TDMA) protocols address the shortcomings of CSMA/CA by
assigning concrete slots of time to each node, thus implementing a contention-free mechanism. TDMA
protocols are well suited for time-bounded communication in platoon scenarios, given that platoons
are groups of multiple agents working towards a common goal, thus making it easier to synchronize
their communications. TDMA protocols can be broadly categorized into distributed and centralized,
with the former further dividing into direct implementations and overlay protocols, and the latter
into cluster-based and road-side unit (RSU)-managed (that we will not address as it departs from our
V2V scenario). Cluster-based TDMA MAC protocols map naturally onto the platooning application,
where the leader can serve as the local network coordinator for each group likewise a leader vehicle
in a platoon. Overlay protocols offer exclusive communication time slots on top of an existing MAC
protocol. In vehicular scenarios, the base protocol is typically IEEE 802.11p, making the overlay
protocols easy to implement and deploy as well as tolerant to contending traffic (handled by the
CSMA/CA layer underneath).
Figure 1 shows a comprehensive taxonomy overview of the various families of MAC protocols in
VANETs. In the remainder of this section, we review these families presenting representative examples
of MAC protocols available in the literature. Finally, we also review existing models of network
performance under specific MAC protocols. Most models are analytical and focus on the performance
of CSMA/CA, as it is the MAC protocol implemented by IEEE 802.11p.
MAC protocols in VANETs
Contention-based MAC
IEEE 802.11p
Contention-free MAC
TDMA
Distributed
Overlay MAC (over IEEE 802.11p)
DTMAC PLEXE-slotted RA-TDMAp
Direct TDMA
VeMAC DMMAC VeSOMAC STDMA
Centralized
Cluster-head approches
CB-MAC CBT CBMMAC
Road Side Unit
Others
Figure 1. Classification of time-division multiple access (TDMA)-based medium access control (MAC)
protocols in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs).
2.1. TDMA-Based MAC Protocols
Direct TDMA Protocols: This class of protocols implements TDMA directly over the physical
layer with the TDMA layer controlling the exact transmission instants. Examples of this class include
the following protocols. VeMAC [10] is a contention-free multi-channel protocol for vehicular networks
that assigns disjoint sets of time slots to vehicles moving in opposite directions (Left and Right) and to
a road-side unit (RSU). Each vehicle is assumed to have two transceivers: One tuned to the control
channel (CCH), and another tuned to any service channel (SCH). If a moving vehicle detects that it
cannot access a time slot of its set, it will attempt to access any available time slot reserved for vehicles
moving in the opposite direction. Dedicated multi-channel MAC protocol (DMMAC) [11] supports
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an adaptive broadcasting mechanism to provide collision-free and delay-bounded transmissions.
The DMMAC operation is similar to IEEE 802.11p, with the difference that the CCH interval is divided
into two time periods: Slots for adaptive broadcast frames (ABF) and a contention-based reservation
period (CRP). ABFs are sent at reserved time slots for collision-free delivery of safety messages, while
during the CRP, vehicles reserve resources on service channels for non-safety applications. DMMAC
implements a dynamic TDMA mechanism for basic channel (BCH) reservation based on the distributed
access technique R-ALOHA. Vehicles Self-Organizing MAC protocol (VeSOMAC) [12] uses an in-band
signaling scheme that carries information about allocated slots and allows fast slot reconfiguration
following topology changes (e.g., platoon merging). It aims at fast TDMA slot reconfiguration without
relying on roadside infrastructure or leader vehicles. VeSOMAC operates in both synchronous and
asynchronous manner. In the former, all the vehicles are assumed to be time-synchronized by using
GPS where they share the same frame and slot boundaries. In the latter, each vehicle maintains its own
frame boundaries. STDMA [13], for self-organizing TDMA, is a decentralized TDMA scheme that uses
periodic frames (super frames) further divided into time slots. When a vehicle joins the network, it
first listens to the channel to get information from other vehicles positions and identifies the super
frame. The joining vehicle then introduces itself to the network by determining the first transmission
slot available; if all slots are occupied the vehicle will reuse the slot of the farthest away vehicle. After
that, the vehicle transmits periodically in the slot it selected earlier.
Cluster-Based TDMA Protocols: In this family of protocols, vehicles are clusters by physical
proximity and relative position. A cluster head sets up the TDMA frame for that cluster and generally
synchronizes the other vehicles in the group. In CBMAC [14], the medium is divided into multiple
CCH and one data channel (DCH). Access to the CCH channels is based on CSMA/CA while the DCH
channel uses TDMA to guarantee low transmission delay and collision-free transmissions within each
cluster. To form clusters, all the vehicles tune to the CCH and elect one cluster head (CH). Each cluster
member sends its position and speed to its CH periodically in its own TDMA time slot. To avoid
inter-cluster interference, each CH selects a different orthogonal code from that of its neighbouring CHs.
CBMMAC [15] combines contention-free and contention-based MAC protocols. CBMMAC deploys
three main protocols: cluster configuration, intra-cluster and inter-cluster coordination communication,
to avoid merging collisions and inter-cluster interference problems. To this end, it redefines the
functions of the seven DSRC channels: CH178 to the inter-cluster control (ICC) channel, CH174
the inter-cluster data (ICD) channel, CH172 is the cluster range control (CRC) channel, and the
remaining channels (Ch176, 180, 182 and 184) are the cluster range data (CRD) channels. The CBT
protocol [16] aims to develop contention-free intra-cluster and inter-cluster communications while
minimizing collisions when two or more clusters are approaching each other. The protocol uses a
simple transmit-and-listen scheme to quickly elect a vehicular-network coordinator (VC). The access
time is divided into frames and each frame consists of n time slots, under the assumption that all
vehicles are equipped with a GPS positioning system to support synchronization.
Overlay TDMA Protocols: This group of protocols implements TDMA on top of the CSMA/CA
layer of IEEE 802.11p. Thus, they can be readily implemented on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
IEEE 802.11p interfaces and are tolerant to uncoordinated (non-complying) traffic. However, note that
the transmission instants defined by the TDMA layer can be modified by the layer below. The fully
distributed and infrastructure-free TDMA-based MAC protocol [17] (DTMAC) is based on VeMAC
protocol and aims to alleviate its scalability limitation by allowing spatial reuse, i.e., simultaneous
transmission in different geographical areas. The channel time is partitioned into frames, and each
frame is further partitioned into the Left and Right sets. The road is dissected into small fixed areas in
which the time slots can be reused between them simultaneously and without interference. The vehicles
use their location to access the channel simultaneously and without collisions. PLEXE-slotted [6]
divides a TDMA round into equal intervals among the number of vehicles in the platoon. Transmissions
in the platoon take place in a cycle starting by the leader, which transmits with high power to
synchronize all platoon members, followed by all the followers from first to last and transmitting
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with reduced power. The followers just reach the neighbouring followers and propagate information
down the platoon in a multi-hop fashion. A shortcoming of this protocol is the lack of support to
handle extra-platoon periodic communications: If nearby platoons or vehicles transmit with similar
period and in phase, this can lead to frequent collisions until clock drifts separate their transmissions
in time. RA-TDMAp [7] is similar to PLEXE-slotted, as it also divides the TDMA round period in
equal intervals among the number of vehicles in the platoon. However, it addresses the limitation of
the PLEXE-slotted method (of co-existence with extra-platoon periodic transmissions) by shifting the
phase of the TDMA frame cycle (or round) of the current platoon with respect to the phase of other
platoons or vehicles. In RA-TDMAp, the followers transmissions start from the last (farthest from
leader) to the first, and each follower piggybacks the delays observed during the current round to
this communication flow. This allows the leader to delay the start of the next round by a value that
accommodates external traffic and thus escapes, with high probability, the interference from other
platoons or vehicles. When used over a set of neighbouring platoons, RA-TDMAp provides an implicit
synchronization mechanism, by which platoons automatically adjust their cycle phase to avoid or
reduce mutual interference.
2.2. Analytical Models of Medium Usage
The authors of [3] model analytically the probability of successful packet delivery [ratio] (PDR) in
IEEE 802.11p scenarios, as a function of the number of nodes and size of contention window. PDR is
dependent on two phenomena: channel collisions and dropped packets (i.e., packets not transmitted
during the CCH slot). As the number of nodes increases so do collisions, leading to a degradation
of PDR; and while increasing the contention window should alleviate this problem of nodes, it is
observed that it also leads to a drop in PDR, as the nodes are not able to seize the CCH channel during
its slot due to expiry time. In [4], the authors propose analytical models of the CSMA/CA performance
for periodic broadcasting in IEEE 802.11p scenarios. The authors also report PDR as a function of the
number of nodes, for a scenario in which all nodes are in range of each other. The PDR decreases
linearly until a tipping point, when it degrades sharply. Collisions are the main responsible for packet
losses up to the tipping point; for more nodes, the increasing probability of a packet being dropped (as
nodes are unable to access the medium) is the main reason for the sharp decline in PDR. The authors
of [18] produce models of packet collision probability and average contention delay for a distributed
coordination mechanism (CIDC) that uses deterministic backoff values, computed as a function of the
contention intensity. Considerable reduction of collisions and delay are shown through the analytical
framework and simulations.
While most works on VANETs performance develop analytical formulations of network
performance, we take the approach of exploring simulations to produce and fit models over empirical
data. Most analytical formulations produce nominal performance bounds that are often not observed
in practice, while empirical models can produce fitting models that are closer to reality. This is further
stressed by our option to present the performance metrics as a function of the number of RF neighbours,
a metric that we do not control directly, that is hard to model analytically, and that is practical, as it is a
medium-state metric easily available to any IEEE 802.11p node.
3. Motivation and Methodology for Empirical Models of MAC Protocol Performance
In previous work [19], we reported network performance in a highway platooning scenario
(such as that of Figure 2) when only coordinated beaconing traffic exists, i.e., no other data or control
flows existed apart from periodic beacons transmitted by platoon members. Periodic beaconing is
a network functionality that is often explored to enable safety and infotainment applications, and
it is provided by design by the two regional protocol stacks, with beacons being called cooperative
awareness messages (CAM) in ETSI ITS-G5 [9] and basic safety messages (BSM) in WAVE [8]. Beacons
are sent at fixed intervals in the range of 0.1 to 1 s for cooperative applications. A number of works
propose mechanisms to adapt the beaconing rate to the channel load, of which we highlight [20];
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the authors of [21] and [22] apply the idea specifically to the platooning context, in which beacon
transmissions of the platoon members can be coordinated.
In our analysis in [19], we observed that relationships between network performance metrics and
the number of vehicles in a platoon could be captured and described by empirical models. Such results
motivated our interest in searching for a wider range of empirical relationships between network
topology and performance metrics, to provide information to application designers. Our preliminary
conclusions held for three MAC protocols: CSMA/CA (contention-based), and PLEXE-slotted and
RA-TDMAp (overlay TDMA-based). Note that, among all protocols reviewed in the previous section,
these are the only ones that are readily available or implementable on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
IEEE 802.11p network interfaces, without need for any hardware or device– modifications. We review
briefly the operation of these protocols in the following section, and then review the conclusions
reported in [19] that sustain our approach of producing empirical models.
Figure 2. A platoon of four cars (red) and three external cars (blue), running separate applications,
possibly another platoon.
3.1. The Three Tested MAC Protocols
The first MAC protocol we consider in this study is CSMA/CA (the MAC of IEEE 802.11p), which
uses carrier sensing and random backoff intervals to mitigate potential collisions. In this case, all
vehicles transmit a periodic beacon with period Tround but without any control of their relative phases,
i.e., all transmissions are independent periodic processes. Thus, it is possible to fall into pernicious
scenarios (named critical intervals in [23]) in which several vehicles transmit with close phases (or,
in other words, with high coherence and a small phase difference), creating frequent collisions until
their clocks drift away. The second MAC protocol we consider is PLEXE-slotted [6], an overlay
TDMA protocol for platoon communication that works directly on IEEE 802.11p and synchronizes the
beacons of the vehicles in a platoon avoiding or further reducing potential collisions among them. The
leader transmits its beacons with period Tround. This period is then divided in N equal slots of width
Txwin = Tround/N. The leader transmits at the beginning of the first slot and all follower vehicles
synchronize upon the reception of the leader beacon and transmit their own beacons at the beginning
of their respective slots. Consequently, all transmissions in the platoon will be triggered with Txwin
separation. The sequence of transmissions starts with the leader and continues with the first follower
and then throughout the platoon until the last follower. We refer to this sequence of platoon beacon
transmissions as downstream.
Nevertheless, this protocol is agnostic to the traffic external to the platoon. Thus, it is still possible
to fall in critical intervals in which different platoons, or independent vehicles, transmit with a phase
similar to that of the vehicles in the platoon, again leading to frequent collisions and degrading the
quality of the communications until the clocks drift away. In the presence of sufficient number of
platoons (we will see that 16 is already enough), the effect of the intra-platoon synchronization that
PLEXE-slotted does is very slim and this protocol ends up behaving very similarly to CSMA/CA on
which it operates.
The third MAC protocol we consider is another overlay protocol working over IEEE 802.11p,
namely RA-TDMAp that we proposed in [7]. This is very similar to PLEXE-slotted in what concerns
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the transmissions inside each platoon but it includes a simple mechanism that enforces implicit
global synchronization across all neighbouring platoons and independent vehicles. The fact that
the mechanism is implicit makes it scalable to the capacity of the channel without needing explicit
inter-platoon coordination.
Such global synchronization in RA-TDMAp is implemented with an adaptive round duration
mechanism capable of adjusting the relative phase of the platoon beacon transmissions to accommodate
the transmissions of all nearby platoons and independent vehicles and thus reduce, or even eliminate
in some cases, mutual collisions.
In RA-TDMAp the beacon interval Tround is divided equally by the N vehicles currently engaged
in the platoon, assigning a time slot to each node of duration Txwin = Tround/N. All followers receive
the leader beacon at the beginning of every round and use it for synchronizing the transmission of their
own beacon. The transmission order starts with the beacon of the platoon leader and continues with
the farthest vehicle from the leader (last follower) and then throughout the platoon in ascending order
until the first follower. We refer to this sequence of platoon communications as upstream (Figure 3).
… 
Ttup-1 Ttup-2 Ttup-n 
Lk,0 Fk,3 Fk,2 
Start of beacon Interval 
Fk,1 Lk,0 Fk,3 Fk,2 Fk,1 
 
Lk,0 Fk,3 Fk,2 Fk,1 
Figure 3. Platoon TDMA cycle with slot assignment structure.
The distinctive feature of RA-TDMAp is the adaptive synchronization mechanism. This is based
on measuring the delays suffered by the transmissions of the platoon beacons. These delays are
typically caused by the CSMA/CA mechanism when mitigating collisions with external traffic both
circumstantial and periodic (E in Figure 4). Note that all nodes in the platoon know when a beacon is
expected and thus can measure its delay upon reception. When a node measures a beacon delay it
saves it in a delayList and shares this list piggybacked in its own beacon. At every hop, the delayList
is consolidated and propagated upstream, reaching the leader at the end of the round. The leader then
delays the start of the next round by an amount computed from the delayList reported by the followers,
typically the maximum within predefined bounds (δ2 in Figure 4). This corresponds to shifting the
phase of the platoon round, causing all beacon transmissions in this platoon to be triggered later,
potentially avoiding the collisions with external traffic that caused the delays in the previous round. A
follower that does not receive the leader message in a round transmits one round after its previous
transmission, thus tolerating leader losses but without adaptation. The adaptation mechanism is
independent per platoon, just considering its members, implying low overhead and full scalability.
The pseudo-code of the adaptive synchronization of RA-TDMAp is described in Algorithm 1.
0 3 2 
Ttup 
1 0 
t0,3 t0,2 t0,1 
t1 
E E 
t0 
ᵟ2 
ᵟ3 
ᵟ2 
ᵟ1 
ᵟ2 
Delay list 
ᵟ3 ᵟ3 
Figure 4. Adaptive synchronization in RA-TDMAp.
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Altogether, note that all three protocols use the basic CSMA/CA mechanism, which allows
mitigating asynchronous traffic. The amount of asynchronous traffic is maximum with plain
CSMA/CA (all transmissions are independent), intermediate with PLEXE-slotted (just extra-platoon
traffic is independent) and minimum with RA-TDMAp (all platoon traffic is eventually coordinated).
Finally, PLEXE-slotted and RA-TDMAp manage transmit power asymmetrically, reducing
interference among platoons and increasing channel spatial reuse. The platoon leader transmits
with higher power to reach all platoon members and enforce platoon synchronization. However, the
follower vehicles transmit with lower power, thus with limited range, propagating information in
multi-hop through the platoon. For the sake of the comparisons, we implemented the same power
management in plain CSMA/CA. Moreover, we consider all platoons to be steady, the leader being
the platoon head vehicle. Dynamic platoon reconfiguration is out of the scope of this work.
Algorithm 1 RA-TDMAp protocol
1: procedure ADAPTIVE SYNCHRONIZATION IN RA-TDMAP
2: initialize vector delayList[]:
3: On startup protocol:
4: if myRole = LeaderCar then
5: scheduleAt(SendBeacon, beaconInterval);
6: SendBeacon():
7: if myRole = LeaderCar then
8: sendBroadcast PlatooningMessage;
9: scheduleAt(SendBeacon, beaconInterval+maximumDelay);
10: else
11: sendBroadcast PlatooningMessage;
12: scheduleAt(SendBeacon, beaconInterval);
13: OnBeacon(beacon):
14: if myRole = LeaderCar then
15: leader_now_time← now_time;
16: if myRole = getCarID then
17: receive_instant← now_time;
18: expected_time← leader_now_time + o f f set + transmission_time
19: node_Delay← receive_instant− expected_time;
20: if node_Delay < 0 then
21: node_Delay← 0;
22: push(delayList,(node_Delay));
23: UpdatedelayList;
24: if myRole = LeaderCar then
25: maximumDelay← ∗max_element(delayList.begin(), delayList());
26: OnLeaderBeacon(beacon):
27: unschedule(SendBeacon);
28: scheduleAt(SendBeacon, myPosition · offset);
3.2. Network Metrics as a Function of Scenario
In [19], we presented vehicular simulations to explore the behaviour of relevant network
performance metrics, namely the rate of collisions and the ratio of medium accesses during which the
medium was busy (after [24]), with the three aforementioned protocols, i.e., CSMA/CA, PLEXE-slotted
and RA-TDMAp. The studied scenario encompassed 16 platoons travelling side-by-side in four parallel
lanes at the same speed. This situation generates persistent interference among all vehicles, leading to
a stationary process. The only parameter we varied was the platoon size, N, from 2 to 16 vehicles.
The respective results are shown in Figure 5, with 2nd order fitting curves superimposed over
the measurement points. An initial observation is the effectiveness of RA-TDMAp to allow platoons
to escape from the interference of each other adjusting the phase of their cycles. A second and
more meaningful conclusion is that, despite the considerable differences in the operation of the three
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protocols, we observe a consistent relationship between the network performance metrics and a
wireless network topological feature, namely the number of vehicles in the platoon.
This leads us to hypothesize that relevant performance metrics (e.g., collisions rate and channel
busy time ratio) may be related to a network topology parameter that represent a variety of physical
and scenario parameters, such as the platoons sizes and physical layout, and the RF transmit power.
In this paper, we study the number of RF neighbours in the vicinity of a particular vehicle as such
network topology parameter. In fact, this number seems to depend directly on platoons size by means
of the leader/follower ratio, but also on platoons physical arrangement either serialized in a single lane
or side-by-side in multiple lanes, and also on the effective RF power received from each source, since
higher power implies larger range. Moreover, the number of RF neighbours is easily measurable by
each vehicle without need for specialized support from either network hardware or device–driver as it
would be the case for measuring collisions rate or channel busy time ratio directly. The approach we
propose opens the way to an online quantitative assessment of the channel quality for the platooning
application using COTS IEEE 802.11p network interfaces.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we propose to model the performance metrics as a function of the
number of RF neighbours in an empirical fashion (i.e., by carrying out extensive parameter-space
exploration and extract fitting model parameters), and investigating if the relationship is kept as other
parameters are varied.
(a) Collisions rate (b) Channel busy time ratio
Figure 5. Network metrics vs. platoon size.
3.3. Relevant Metrics and Parameters and Simulation Setup
We now identify the metrics and parameters relevant to explore, in the process of building a more
comprehensive set of empirical models relating selected network and topological metrics.
We collect three metrics, classified into two categories: network topology and network
performance. The number of RF neighbours is the only network topology metric and the one against
which network performance metrics are characterized. The value is not under our direct control, thus
being measured during the simulation. Our objective is to develop practical models that can be used
by vehicles in real-world conditions:
• Number of RF neighbours: The number of different sources of the beacons correctly received by
a vehicle per second.
The remaining metrics are related to network performance, and are useful to characterize the
network service to the application. They are directly provided by the used simulation framework
(Veins [25]):
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• Collisions rate: The packets lost due to a collision between interfering transmissions per unit of
time;
• Busy time ratio: The ratio of time that the physical layer at each node observes the channel busy.
Both metrics (mji standing for either collisions or busy time ratio) are observed for each second
j and by each vehicle i. Then, they are averaged over the entire simulated time and among all
vehicles according to the following equation, resulting in one value per simulation scenario. Note that
GlobalMetric stands for collisions rate or channel busy time ratio depending on the semantics of mij.
GlobalMetric =
1
#cars
#cars
∑
i=1
(
1
#secs
#secs
∑
j=1
mji
)
We vary several scenario and communication parameters over a range of values, in order to
simulate realistic scenario modifications that can lead to a change in the number of RF neighbours.
• Platoon Size: this parameter change has several effects: (i) It increases the frequency of messages
transmitted during a round (round duration Tround remains constant, while follower slots Txwin
decrease); (ii) it decreases the ratio of leaders to followers; and (iii) while the communication
range is not filled with neighbours, it leads to an increase in the number of observable neighbours.
• Platoon Size Homogeneity: The size homogeneity concerns whether platoons have the same
size (homogeneous platoon sizes), or variations between them around a known average
(heterogeneous platoon sizes). In the first case, all platoons have the same integer number
of nodes N. In the latter, we draw platoon sizes from a uniform distribution U (a, b), in which the
mid-point is N; this strategy is expected to cause the average platoon size to be N, allowing for a
fair comparison with the homogeneous-size counterpart scenario.
• Number of Lanes with Traffic: Increasing the number of lanes with traffic leads to an increase in
the number of neighbours over a particular spatial layout. If a single lane is considered, increasing
the platoon size may not lead to an increase in the number of neighbours (if neighbours exist up
to the communication range); allowing traffic in adjacent lanes, however, immediately introduces
a large number of neighbours to individual nodes.
• Transmit Power of Followers: Changing the transmit power of followers causes the
communication range of individual nodes to increase. Note that leaders transmit with high
power, already reaching all nodes in the simulated area.
The observations reported in the following section were obtained from simulations in the discrete
event simulator OMNeT++, paired with the road traffic simulator SUMO, the vehicular IEEE 802.11p
simulation framework Veins [25] and the Veins extension for platooning, PLEXE [24]. As in [19], we
have simulated a stretch of a 10 km of a highway with five lanes where (only) 16 platoons travel. The
speed of all the platoons is set to 100 km/h and the length of each car is 4 m long. The 16 platoons
are re-arranged spatially according to the number of lanes under analysis (e.g., single line if a single
lane is used; three or four platoons/lane if all five lanes are considered). All protocols operate a
beacon interval Tround of 100 ms, an adequate value for a platooning application [26]. The MAC
service data unit (MSDU) is always 200 bytes. We used the physical layer (PHY) and MAC models of
IEEE 802.11p proposed in [27], using a bitrate of 6 Mbit/s that is suited for demanding safety related
applications [28]. Furthermore, we disabled the switching between control channel (CCH) and service
channel (SCH), using only the CCH, and all beacons use the same access category (AC_VI). We use
a free-space path loss model with an α value of 2.0. We do not consider more complex path loss
models, obstructions, or fading effects to avoid introducing artefacts caused by complex propagation
phenomena in the network-level metrics (we expect to address this in future work).
Leaders transmit with power set to 100 mW (20 dBm). With the referred propagation model
and equal omni-directional antennas, this power grants a communication range of approximately
1300 m. Each simulation experiment reproduces 30 s of real-world activity. Platoons start their periodic
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beaconing rounds with an independent and random delay between 10 ms and 1 s, drawn from a
uniform distribution.
We vary the number of lanes between 1 and 5, using four lanes as default. The size of the
platoons is varied from 2 to 10 cars in either heterogeneous or homogeneous way, with the default
value of ten cars with heterogeneous platoon sizes. The followers transmit with power ranging from
0.1 mW (−10 dBm) to 5 mW (7 dBm) granting approximately 30 m and 254 m of communication range,
respectively, under the referred propagation model and equal omni-directional antennas. The default
transmit power value is 1 mW (0 dBm). Table 1 lists scenario parameters and Table 2 summarizes all
communication-related parameters. In both tables, default values are underlined.
Table 1. Scenario configurations.
Parameter Values
(Avg.) Platoon size 2 to 10 cars/platoon
Number of platoons 16
Number of lanes 1,2,3,4, 5
Inter-vehicle gap 5 m
Inter-platoon gap '28 m
Controller CACC
Car length 4 m
Speed 100 km/h
Table 2. Physical layer (PHY) and MAC parameters.
Parameter Values
PHY/MAC model IEEE 802.11p/1609.4 only (CCH)
Path loss model Free space (α = 2.0)
Channel 5.89 GHz
Bitrate 6 Mbit/s
MSDU size 200 B
Access category (AC_VI)
Leader’s Tx power 20 dBm
Follower’s Tx power [−10, −6.9, −3, 0, 3, 4.7, 6, 7] dBm
4. Empirical Models
This section presents and discusses the observations made from the simulation study and the
respective fitted models.
4.1. Platoon Size and Homogeneity, and Coherence between Rounds of Platoons
We start by observing the relationship between the platoon size and homogeneity of platoon sizes
on the number of RF neighbours (Figure 6). If platoon sizes are set to be heterogeneous (Figure 6a),
we see a monotonically increasing relationship between the number of neighbours and platoon size.
For the homogeneous platoon size (Figure 6b), this relationship shows two different behaviours
for the CSMA/CA and PLEXE-slotted: We register an increase in the number of neighbours as the
platoon size increases until seven vehicles/platoon, while for larger platoons, the reported number of
neighbours decreases.
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Figure 6. Number of radio-frequency (RF) neighbours vs. platoon size (default Tx power and used
lanes).
We attribute this effect to the differences in the slot duration Txwin between nearby platoons. In a
scenario where all platoons have the same size, slot duration (in other words, frequency of transmission
by platoon elements) is equal, and despite the random operation delays assigned to each platoon
at the start of the simulations, some overlap of transmissions of different platoons may occur. As
CSMA/CA and PLEXE-slotted are not able to adjust round duration, this overlap persists and is not
resolved except partially by the CSMA/CA backoff mechanism. Thus we fall into a critical instant, or a
period during which there is a susceptibility for many platoon pairs to experience small or null phase
differences among their rounds simultaneously. We refer to this state of generalized and small-phase
(or even null) coherence as high coherence conditions. Critical instants (and high coherence) are
typically transient and eventually wear out; however, in this particular case, they become persistent.
Accordingly, we identify the existence of two system conditions in Figure 6b with respect to the platoon
size: one of high coherence (platoon sizes larger than 7) and a second of non-high coherence (platoon
sizes up to 7). If the neighbouring platoons have different sizes, as in the case of heterogeneous
platoon sizes (Figure 6a), slot duration is also different and the likelihood of overlapping periodic
transmissions decreases. RA-TDMAp, in turn, is capable of handling both scenarios equally well, not
exhibiting the effects of high round coherence, given its capacity to slide the relative phases of the
platoons transmissions to avoid/reduce mutual interference. In this case, the homogeneous scenario is
even more favourable (i.e., reaches more neighbours for the same number of vehicles/platoon), since
the phase adjustment is more effective when all slot have similar width.
These results show that the number of RF neighbours, in the absence of high coherence conditions,
also reveals the impact of both platoon size and its homogeneity.
4.2. Network Metrics In and Out of High Coherence
In a scenario of heterogeneous platoon sizes, the network metrics follow the behaviour discussed
earlier: despite more nodes being present in the system, platoon communications are not experiencing
high coherence and the number of collisions and busy time ratio increase monotonically, as a result of
more RF neighbours. The rate of collisions is shown in Figure 7a and busy time ratio in Figure 7b. To
model the rate of collisions, we propose an exponential model with formula y = α · eβ x, where we force
the y-intersect value to be 0. For busy time ratio, we found that a log-linear model y = β0 + β1 ln(x)
provides an appropriate fit. The corresponding parameter values are shown in Table 3, for all models.
The mean square error (MSE) is used as the fitting quality evaluation metric. In most cases, alternative
fitting curves were tested; we selected the ones providing inferior MSE.
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Figure 7. Network metrics for RF neighbours varying heterogeneous platoon size.
The homogeneous platoon size case is more complex since both CSMA/CA and PLEXE-slotted
exhibit high coherence in their rounds, as discussed previously. For larger platoons, the reported
number of neighbours decreases but the number of collisions increases substantially. This is shown in
Figure 8a; e.g., refer to the CSMA/CA points in the range x = [59, 65] and y = [100, 140] (highlighted in
the square in the plot), that correspond to platoon sizes 8 to 10. In the busy time ratio (Figure 8b), similar
results are observable although at a relatively inferior scale. The pre-existing effects of increasing
platoon size (higher frequency of hidden nodes, higher frequency of simultaneous transmissions) are
aggravated by the high coherence between platoon rounds and degrade the channel performance,
causing collisions to increase drastically while the number of neighbours decreases.
This conclusion has an important consequence. In real-world conditions, the number of RF
neighbours is easier to learn than the size of the platoons in our vicinity. However, as we observe
that the number of neighbours above 60 is not monotonically increasing with respect to the platoon
size, we cannot learn in that case whether the medium is in high coherence among rounds or not.
RA-TDMAp is able to avoid the high coherence region by actually promoting decoherence (through its
adaptive adjustment of round duration) for short periods until a steady state of coherent co-existence
is achieved.
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Figure 8. Network metrics for RF neighbours varying homogeneous platoon size.
4.3. Number of Lanes and Transmit Power of Followers
We observe that increasing the number of lanes used by the platoons side-by-side and the transmit
power of followers increases monotonically the number of neighbours, as shown in Figure 9a,b,
respectively. In the case of the increasing number of lanes, the different spatial arrangement of the
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platoons as more lanes are introduced leads to more nodes effectively entering the range of each
individual node. A similar effect, even more pronounced, happens when increasing the transmit
power of the followers. Higher transmit power means larger communication range and thus more
neighbours are observed. Consequently, there are less hidden nodes and the CSMA/CA becomes
more effective in avoiding collisions. This occurs among all kinds of nodes, both followers and leaders.
Therefore, the number of neighbours is also representative of the platoons layout in lanes as well
as the power the followers use to transmit.
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Figure 9. Number of RF neighbours vs. number of used lanes and Tx power. (a) Number of RF
neighbours vs. number of lanes (default Tx power and platoon size); (b) number of RF neighbours vs.
Tx power (default number of lanes and platoon size).
The results for the number of collisions as a function of the number of neighbours, when varying
the number of lanes, are shown in Figure 10a. Figure 11a shows the same relationship but when
varying the followers transmit power. We consider the observed points to follow a bell shaped curve,
that we describe analytically using the Gaussian function:
y = α · e
(
x−β
2γ2
)
with a maximum when the transmit power is 1 mW (or 0 dBm). Below that value, the communication
range is small, so as the number of observed neighbours and thus collisions. Above that value, nodes
start progressively listening to more nodes, making the underlying carrier sense MAC mechanism
more effective, particularly reducing the occurrence of hidden nodes. Thus, collisions also decrease
as, in this case, they result mainly from the occurrence of two (or more nodes) trying to access the
medium simultaneously (i.e., their backoff counter hits zero). The busy time still presents a log-linear
relationship for both cases, as depicted in Figures 10b and 11b.
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Figure 10. Network metrics for RF neighbours varying number of lanes.
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Figure 11. Network metrics for RF neighbours varying the power followers transmit.
Table 3. Description of fitted models.
Parameter Protocol Collisions Metric Busy Time Ratio Metric
Heterogeneous
Platoon size
Exponential Model Log Linear Model
α β MSE β0 β1 MSE
RA-TDMAp 0.138 0.082 7.043 −0.520 0.168 2.106×10−5
PLEXE-slotted 0.023 0.120 17.792 −1.112 0.363 5.223× 10−5
CSMA/CA 0.816 0.074 84.502 −1.179 0.379 7.765× 10−5
Lanes
Gaussian Function Model Log Linear Model
α β γ MSE β0 β1 MSE
RA-TDMAp 4.806×103 73.502 32.26 1.688 −0.391 0.139 2.916× 10−5
PLEXE-slotted 1.126× 104 76.66 33.74 17.195 −0.758 0.283 1.540× 10−4
CSMA/CA 1.331× 104 79.57 34.11 37.398 −0.726 0.275 1.196× 10−4
Tx Power
Gaussian Function Model Log Linear Model
α β γ MSE β0 β1 MSE
RA-TDMAp 5.300× 103 80.66 35.0 4.421 −0.562 0.180 1.580× 10−5
PLEXE-slotted 1.530× 104 85.51 44.85 51.175 −0.945 0.330 1.385× 10−4
CSMA/CA 1.523× 104 84.17 41.84 96.195 −0.934 0.326 2.714× 10−5
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4.4. Discussion
The results shown in the previous sections show that, as the selected parameters are changed,
different but consistent behaviours of the target metrics may occur. The main takeaways are:
• Homogeneous platoon sizes can lead to degradation: Situations of similar slot duration and
small phase differences between rounds of disparate platoons can lead to a high collision rate and
decrease of the known neighbourhood, specifically for protocols without round adaptation.
• Sets of large platoons experience more collisions: Increasing the platoon size in a convoy of
platoons increases the number of messages in each round, and thus leads to more collisions
and a busy time ratio. No new nodes are discovered if neighbours can be found up to the
communication range.
• High power can contribute to collision reduction: Increasing the transmit power of followers
increases spatial coverage, thus causing more neighbours to become known and more collisions
up to a tipping point, after which we observed a reduction in the rate of collisions due to the
inferior occurrences of uncoordinated medium accesses. This effect was also verified with the
leader messages when varying the followers transmit power.
• More lanes introduce new neighbours only up to a point: Rearranging the platoons over more
parallel lanes brings an immediate increase in the number of neighbours by spatially deploying
new platoons side-by-side to existing ones. Our results reveal that this effect wears out as the
number of lanes increases.
• Protocol performance: In all the experimented scenarios, RA-TDMAp consistently showed a
smoother behaviour and no susceptibility to conditions of high coherence, leading to better fitting,
with significantly lower MSE than the other protocols. Between CSMA/CA and PLEXE-slotted,
the latter had, generally, lower MSE thus better fittings. The exception is the variation of the
transmit power, in which case, the fitting for CSMA/CA was better (Table 3).
In order to explore the existence of a universal model of the rate of collisions and busy time
ratio with respect to the number of RF neighbours, we consolidated the data from all scenarios in
Figure 12a,b, respectively. In the first case, we observe that the data points relating to varying number
of lanes and varying transmit power do present an alignment along a bell-shaped curve. This alignment
indicates that both factors influence the number of RF neighbours and the rate of collisions in the same
way, and may indicate a universal relationship between the average rate of collisions and the number
of RF neighbours. For this reason, we aggregated the data sets relating to a varying number of lanes
and transmit power, and fitted a single curve to produce a common and generic model (bell-shaped
curves in Figure 12a).
The platoon size presents a different effect than that of the number of lanes and transmit power:
The rate at which the number of RF neighbours increases is inferior, and yet collisions also grow
as there are considerably more packets in the air (due to the smaller slot duration). Being different
phenomena, the collision curve due to increasing platoon sizes does not fit the trend that occurs when
increasing number of lanes and transmit power. We hypothesize that the bell-shaped curve of the rate
of collisions drawn for the number of lanes and transmit power can be parameterized to the platoon
size as an offset (e.g., C(N) = C + g(N)).
The busy time ratio shows a very clear logarithmic and almost linear relationship with the number
of RF neighbours. Again, the points concerning the platoon size scenario deviate from those of the
number of lanes and transmit power scenarios, as different phenomena are involved. However, the
deviation is, in this case, small, supporting a universal model to estimate the busy time ratio as a
function of the number of RF neighbours, only.
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Figure 12. Consolidating the metrics of all scenarios.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we present empirical models that relate the number of RF neighbours that a platoon
member, in a highway platoon-only scenario, observes with relevant network performance metrics. We
show that, as we change scenario and communication parameters, there are underlying and recurrent
relationships between the number of RF neighbours and the average rate of collisions (following
an exponential curve if we increase platoon size, and a bell-shaped curve if we change the number
of occupied lanes and transmit power of followers) and the busy time ratio (a logarithmic-linear
relationship is observed in all cases), across a variety of MAC protocols. The universal model for the
busy time ratio and the set of models characterizing collisions, described with respect to a practical and
accessible metric, the number of RF neighbours, can support the design and operation of applications
in highway platoon-only scenarios. As a noteworthy additional finding, we also report that CSMA/CA
and PLEXE-slotted can enter in conditions of generalized and small-phase difference coherence
between rounds of disparate platoons that profoundly degrade the performance of both metrics; and
that this effect is particularly aggravated if platoon sizes are uniform.
RA-TDMAp does not experience this effect due to its ability of inter-leaving the internal periodic
communications of neighbouring platoons.
Future work will involve continuing to seek models that abstract from circumstantial conditions.
While a single, universal model has been achieved for the busy time ratio, this was not entirely achieved
for the collisions metric due to the various described phenomena having different types of impact on
this metric. The challenge also remains of determining whether protocols are operating in conditions of
high coherence of rounds. A possible solution may pass by inferring concrete physical and/or scenario
parameters, e.g., the platoon size, that offers a bijective relationship with the number of collisions. This
can be difficult to learn if only the number of RF neighbours is available, as in some situations the
relationship between the number of neighbours and the platoon size is not bijective (see Figure 6b).
Additional information is required to identify this parameter and condition online, e.g., a machine
learning mechanism that considers the time-series of the metric.
We also plan to assess the impact of non-platooning traffic, other more complex propagation
models, such as the two-ray model with obstructions, as well as the impact of different sizes of the
beacon packets and different beacon frequency.
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Finally, we seek to carry out a validation of the models we proposed using actual IEEE
802.11p-enabled hardware.
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